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Abstract
In the sampling of statistc networks (Zhang, 2011, 2012a, 2012b), the number of new nodes will decline as
increase of sample size, and it tends to an upper asymptote as sample size tends to the infinity. However, in
most cases our sampling is incomplete. Therefore, the exact number of nodes of a stastic network is unknown.
We need to find some methods to estimate node richness in statistic networks. In this study, I use some of the
known nonparametric methods to estimate node richness. Computer software and codes were given.
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1 Introduction
In the sampling of statistc networks (Zhang, 2011, 2012a, 2012b), the number of new nodes will decline as
increase of sample size, and it tends to an upper asymptote as sample size tends to the infinity. For example,
the number of new species decreases as increase of sample size in the studies of ecological networks (Zhang
and Schoenly, 1999). In most cases, our sampling is incomplete, i.e., the samples we taken are limited. Thus
the exact number of nodes of a stastic network is unknown. We need to find some methods to estimate node
richness in statistic networks. So far a lot of methods on link prediction have been proposed (Zhang, 2015,
2016). But there are little studies on node richness estimation. In present study, I use some of known
nonparametric methods (Burnham and Overton, 1978, 1979; Chao, 1984; Chao and Lee, 1992; Colwell and
Coddington, 1994; Zhang and Schoenly, 1999) to estimate node richness. Software and codes are given.
2 Methods
2.1 Nonparametric methods
Six nonparametric estimators are used to estimate node richness of statistic networks (Colwell and Coddington,
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1994; Zhang and Schoenly, 1999).
(1) Chao (1984) requires presence-absence data only (Zhang and Schoenly, 1999).
S = Sobs +L2/(2M)
where L and M are the number of nodes that occur in only one and two samples, respectively.
(2) Jackknife 1 (Burnham and Overton, 1978, 1979) is the first-order jackknife estimator. It can be used to
estimate total number of nodes from a sample (Zhang and Schoenly, 1999)
S = Sobs + L(n-1)/n
where L is the number of nodes found in only one sample, and n is the number of samples.
(3) Jackknife 2 (Burnham and Overton, 1978, 1979) is the second-order jackknife estimator (Zhang and
Schoenly, 1999)
S = Sobs + L(2n-3)/n-M(n-2)2/[n(n-1)]
where L, M, and n are the same as the above.
(4) Bootstrap (Smith and van Belle, 1984)
S = Sobs +∑j=1Sobs (1-pj)n
where pj is the proportion of samples containing node j.
(5) Two methods of of Chao and Lee (1992) are based on sample coverage (Zhang and Schoenly, 1999)
S = D/C + n(1 – C)/C*g2S = D/C + n (1 – C)/C*β2
where
C = 1–f1/n
n=∑ifig2=max{D/C*∑i(i–1) fi /(n(n–1))–1, 0}
2

β = max{g2[1+n(1–C)∑i(i–1) fi /...(n(n–1)C)], 0}
and D =∑fi and fi is the number of classes that have exactly i elements in the sample.
The following are Matlab codes, nodeEst.m, of the nonparametric methods to estimate node richness in a
network
samp=input('Input the file name of sampling data (e.g., raw.xls, etc. Sampling data matrix is s=(sij)m*n, where m is the number
of nodes (species, or objects, etc.) in the network, n is the number of samples): ','s');
ss=xlsread(samp);
m=size(ss,1); n=size(ss,2);
dat=ss';
Sobs=m;
v=sum(dat~=0);
L=sum(v==1); M=sum(v==2);
Chao=Sobs+L^2/(2*M)
Jackknife1=Sobs+L*(n-1)/n
Jackknife2=Sobs+L*(2*n-3)/n-M*(n-2)^2/(n*(n-1))
Bootstrap=Sobs+sum((1-v/n).^n)
for i=1:Sobs
ps(i)=0;
for j=1:n
if (dat(j,i)~=0) ps(i)=ps(i)+1; end
end; end
for i=1:n
w(i)=0;
for j=1:Sobs
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if (ps(j)==i) w(i)=w(i)+1; end
end; end
gam1=0; gam2=0;
d=sum(w);
sp1=0; sp2=0;
for i=1:n
sp1=sp1+i*(i-1)*w(i);
sp2=sp2+i*w(i);
end
cbar=1-w(1)/sp2;
sp3=d/cbar*sp1/(sp2*(sp2-1))-1;
if (sp3>0) gam1=sp3; else gam1=0; end

sp4=gam1*(1+sp2*(1-cbar)*sp1/(sp2*(sp2-1)*cbar));
if (sp4>0) gam2=sp4; else gam2=0; end
if (cbar==0)
ChaoLee1=Sobs
ChaoLee2=Sobs
else
ChaoLee1=d/cbar+sp2*(1-cbar)/cbar*gam1
ChaoLee2=d/cbar+sp2*(1-cbar)/cbar*gam2
end

2.2 Data source
The data are from our field sampling (1 m2 of each sampling site) on arthropods and weeds around Pearl River
delta and Zhuhai Campus of SYS University in 2008 (Zhang, 2014; Zhang et al., 2014). Arthropods data for
different taxa and areas are represented by dataset names xygz, xyfampea, xyspepea, and weed data for
different taxa and areas are represented by dataset names xyweedspepea, xyweedspezhu, xyweedfampea.
3 Results
Table 1 lists estimated taxa richness in six arthropod and weed communities.

Table 1 Estimation of taxa richness for various ecological networks.

xygz

xyfampea

xyspepea

xyweedspepea

xyweedspezhu

xyweedfampea

Chao
Jackknife 1
Jackknife 2
Bootstrap
Chao & Lee 1
Chao & Lee 2

72
59
69
50
74
101

143
71
83
63
71
77

149
148
163
131
176
218

80
75
85
65
92
113

53
59
49
53
55

41
33
39
28
42
56

Mean

71

85

164

85

54

40
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